Energy Efficiency Assessment of Wireless Access Networks Utilizing Indoor Base Stations
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Abstract—Energy efficiency in mobile radio networks has recently gained great interest due to escalating energy cost and environmental concerns. Rapidly growing demand for capacity will require denser and denser networks which further increase the energy consumption. In this regard, the deployment of small cells under macro-cellular umbrella coverage appears a promising solution to cope with the explosive demand in an energy efficient manner. In this paper, we investigate the impact of joint macro-and femtocell deployment on energy efficiency of wireless access networks, based on varying area throughput requirements. We take into account the co-channel interference, fraction of indoor users, femto base station density and backhaul power consumption. It is shown that utilizing indoor base stations provide significant energy savings compared to traditional macro only network in urban areas with medium and high user demand where the gain increases up to 75 percent as more data traffic is offloaded to femtocells.

Index Terms—Energy Efficiency, Femtocells, Co-channel Deployment, Backhaul, Power Consumption.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, operators are facing exponential growth in data traffic due to the rapid proliferation of smart-phones, laptops, and tablet PCs with built-in cellular access as well as flat rate tariff [1], [2]. This situation poses steeply reducing revenue per unit data consumed, and thus increases the significance of the cost effective solutions. Another important consequence of the data explosion is the rapid rise in energy consumption which is used to have minor impact on the operators operational expenditures (OPEX) [3], [4]. However, nowadays, energy bill constitutes 20-50 percent of the OPEX depending on number of off-grid sites, unit energy costs, etc [5]. To solve this issue, academia and industry are making great efforts to improve energy efficiency of the state-of-the-art wireless broadband networks at all levels [4], [6].

Considering the fact that exponential increasing demand for high data rates will require the deployment of several orders of magnitude more base stations (BSs), using high power macro BSs is expected to be neither energy efficient nor very sound from a radiation perspective. In this regard, heterogeneous networks (Hetnets), i.e., strategically located large number of small BSs such as micro-, pico- and femto BSs, under the macro-cellular umbrella coverage is believed to enable energy savings due to their low transmit power requirements [7], [8]. Especially femto BSs, i.e., low-power, low-cost, user-deployed base stations operating in licensed spectrum, have attracted great interest in order to address coverage and capacity needs in residential or enterprise environments in which 60 percent of voice and 70-90 percent of data traffic are expected to be originated [7], [9], [10]. However, co-channel operation with the existing macro-cellular network creates challenges due to the mutual interference generated between femtocells and macrocells. This issue has been widely investigated in the literature and the findings indicated that co-channel deployment has a minor impact on the performance of macro-cellular network with the appropriate configurations [11].

Moreover, the energy efficiency of different femtocell deployment architectures is analyzed in several papers [9], [12]–[14] in which contradictory conclusions are presented. In [15], the tradeoff between spectrum efficiency and energy efficiency is illustrated for joint macro-femto deployment where significant reduction in energy consumption per data delivered is illustrated with the cost of performance degradation due to co-channel interference. The large power savings via offloading data traffic to femtocells has also been presented in [13], [14], [16], considering urban areas with high user demand. On the contrary, despite its cost-effectiveness, joint macro-femto deployment is indicated to increase the energy consumption compared to traditional macro-only network for medium and high femto deployment densities and high number of supported users per macrocell [9]. This difference is claimed to be further increased when idle mode operation for macro BSs is implemented. The energy efficiency of user-deployed femto BSs are also compared with outdoor Hetnet deployment, i.e., macro-micro, and it is stated that these strategies have similar energy consumption for a given capacity enhancement requirement [12]. However, outdoor small cell deployment is proposed as a better solution for the operators due to their high convenience in terms of management and control [12].

There are two main reasons that the studies indicate contradictory conclusions. First, the power consumption of the network is modelled differently, i.e., transmit power only or total power consumption including idle and backhaul power consumption. Second, the energy efficiency comparison between different deployment strategies has been done either under a chosen performance constraint, e.g., average user throughput, network capacity, coverage, or only based on the total power consumption. However, in order to evaluate different solutions in the unbiased manner, network performance requirements by means of both coverage and capacity should be characterized.

In this paper, we assess the energy efficiency of joint macro-femto deployment with respect to area power consumption for a given coverage and area throughput requirement by considering backhaul power consumption which is often ignored in the literature. The results have been compared with traditional
macro-only network offering service to both indoor and outdoor users and providing the same performance. Furthermore, we investigate the impact of several factors affecting area throughput and energy efficiency, such as femto BS density, the fraction of the indoor users, and inter site distance (ISD). The results show that energy efficiency improvement through joint macro-femto deployments are highly related to area throughput requirement and the amount of mobile traffic being offloaded to femtocells, where up to 75% power savings is found to be feasible in urban areas with high capacity demand.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the system and power consumption models, and define the performance metrics. The simulation methodology and the results are presented in Section III and the last section concludes the paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND DEFINITIONS

In this section, we introduce the system model which is used to analyze the impact of utilizing femto BSs on network energy efficiency, and define the performance metrics. We focus on downlink traffic which is the main consideration of network deployment.

A. System Model

In this paper, we consider a hexagonal grid of 19 sites as illustrated in Fig. 1, with a central reference cell surrounded by two tiers of interferers. Here, the term cell is used to indicate the hexagonal region of each site with inter site distance of $D = R\sqrt{3}$, which might be divided into several sectors.

In this layout, macro BSs with three sectors are deployed in the middle of the cell in a regular grid, transmitting through directional antennas, whereas femto BSs are equipped with a single omni directional antenna. Within the macro coverage area $A \subseteq \mathbb{R}^2$, $NH$ single floor houses of size $10m \times 10m$ are placed at random locations with a uniform distribution. In order to represent the fraction of the houses with a femto BS, we define a system parameter, $p \in [0,1]$ called femto BS penetration rate and deploy the femto BSs inside the houses accordingly. Here, $p = 0$ represents the baseline system where all the users (indoor and outdoor) are served by macro-cellular network whereas $p = 1$ denotes the case in which each house has its own femto BS [17]. On the other hand, $I_p \in [0,1]$ is used to denote the the fraction of indoor users. Under the assumption that each house can simultaneously serve up to 6 users [17], [18], we randomly distribute the user over the reference cell based on the considered $I_p$. Those stay indoors are served by femto BSs if the house has a femto BS in order to increase the macrocell offloading benefits, otherwise they will be served by outdoor macro BSs.

To achieve universal frequency reuse, femtocells are considered to share the same bandwidth as the macro-cellular network, which is known as co-channel deployment. However, for simplicity, we assume that there is no coordination between macro and femto BS, nor between different femto BSs. On the other hand, for resource allocation, a simple round robin scheduling algorithm is used which allocates an equal part of the bandwidth to each active user without taking user channel conditions into account.
C. Cell Coverage

We define cell coverage as the fraction of the cell area where the received power is above a given level, $P_{\text{min}}$, i.e.,

$$C := \frac{1}{|\mathcal{A}|} \int_{\mathcal{A}} r P \text{d}r \geq P_{\text{min}}$$

(5)

In this paper we assume that femto BSs are deployed for capacity purposes and do not contribute to macrocell coverage.

D. Area Throughput

Let $\mathcal{I}_M$ and $\mathcal{I}_F$ represent the index set all sectors and femto BSs in the reference cell respectively. On the other hand, $\mathcal{I}_A$, i.e., $\mathcal{I}_M \cup \mathcal{I}_F$, and $\mathcal{I}$, contain all the indices in the reference cell and the network. Since a mobile can only be served by one BS, area of the reference cell can be expressed as

$$\mathcal{A} = \bigcup_{i=1}^{\lvert \mathcal{I}_M \rvert} A_{ma,i} \cup \bigcup_{i=1}^{\lvert \mathcal{I}_F \rvert} A_{fem,i},$$

(6)

where $A_{ma,i}$ and $A_{fem,i}$ represent the macro sector and femto cell areas, respectively. Here, sector area includes the set all the points where corresponding BS provides the highest average received power, excluding the indoor areas served by femto BSs. When a user locates at $x \in \mathcal{A}$ with respect to a BS $i \in \mathcal{I}_A$, spectral efficiency for ideal AWGN channel is expressed based on Shannon-Hartley theorem as shown below:

$$r_i(x) = \min \left[ \log_2 (1 + \frac{P_{rx,i}(x)}{\sigma^2}), r_{\text{max}} \right] \text{ (bps/Hz)}.$$  

(7)

Here, $r_{\text{max}}$ reflects the maximum sustainable rate in practice and $\gamma_i(x)$ represents the signal to noise ratio (SINR) of the user in location $x$, i.e.,

$$\gamma_i(x) = \frac{P_{rx,i}(x)}{\sum_{j \in \mathcal{I}_i} P_{rx,j}(x) + \sigma^2},$$

(8)

where $P_{rx,i}(x)$ is the received power from BS $i$ and $\sigma^2$ denotes the noise power.

Let $X_i$ denotes the random realization of the user positions in $\mathcal{A}$. Then, under a full buffer traffic model assumption, i.e., there is at least one mobile requesting data with all resources allocated, average area throughput can be written as

$$\mathcal{T} := \frac{1}{|\mathcal{A}|} \int_{\mathcal{I}_A} \mathbb{E}[r_i(X_i)], \text{ (Mbps/km$^2$)}$$

(9)

where $W$ represents the system bandwidth.

E. Area Power Consumption

Here area power consumption is used as an energy efficiency metric which relates the total power consumed in the network to the corresponding network area, i.e., $|\mathcal{A}_{net}| = 19 \times |\mathcal{A}|$, which is measured in W/km$^2$ as below:

$$P_{\text{area}} = \frac{P_{\text{net}}}{|\mathcal{A}_{net}|}.$$  

(10)

Here $P_{\text{net}}$ denotes the total power consumption of the network which equals to sum of power consumption of the individual BSs in the network and the backhaul power consumption ($P_{bh}$), which is given by

$$P_{\text{net}} = \sum_{i \in \mathcal{I}} P_i + P_{bh}$$

(11)

Due to consistency, we employ the power consumption model per sector, $P_i$, which is proposed in [20] for the considered base stations types as shown in the following expression:

$$P_i = \begin{cases} a_M P_{tx} + b_M & \text{for a macro sector} \\ a_F P_{tx} + b_F & \text{for a femto BS} \end{cases}$$

(12)

Here, $P_{tx}$ denotes the power fed to the antenna. On the other hand, $a_M$ and $a_F$ represent the portion of the transmit power dependent power consumption due to feeder losses and power amplifier, whereas $b_M$ and $b_F$ account for the power consumption because of the active site cooling and the signal processing which constitutes the major part of the total power consumption of the BSs.

In this paper, in order to obtain consistent and realistic results to assess the impact of utilizing indoor base stations on energy efficiency, we incorporated fiber optic based backhaul power consumption into the analysis, which is given by [21]:

$$P_{bh} = |\mathcal{I}| \times \left( b_{bh} + \frac{(1 - \tau)P_{\text{max}}}{n_{\text{ports}}C_{\text{max}}^{\text{switch}}} A_{g\text{switch}} + \frac{\tau P_{\text{max}}}{n_{\text{ports}}^{\text{switch}}} \right).$$

(13)

Here, $b_{bh}$ accounts for the power consumed by the backhaul transceiver, and the uplink interface, $P_{\text{max}}^{\text{switch}}$, is the maximum power consumption of the switch and $A_{g\text{switch}}$ is the aggregate traffic traversing the switch. On the other hand, $\tau$, $C_{\text{max}}^{\text{switch}}$ and $n_{\text{ports}}$ represent the percentage of the switch power that is independent of the network traffic, $\tau \in [0, 1]$, maximum capacity of a switch and the number of ports of the switch, respectively. A more detailed explanation of these parameters can be found in [21].

It should be noted that here, power consumption of both femto and macro BSs are taken into account in order to comprehend environmental impact; despite the fact that energy cost of femto BSs belongs to home-owners rather than operators.

III. Simulation Procedure and Results

In this section, the performance of wireless access networks utilizing indoor base stations is evaluated in terms of area power consumption under coverage and capacity constraints. To this end, we first clarify the simulation setup and the methodology, and finally present the simulation results.

A. Simulation Setup

We consider a hexagonal grid of 19 sites as illustrated in Fig. 1, where inter site distance varied from 500 m to 1700 m. Within each macro cell, $N_f=30$ single floor houses of size $10 \times 10$ m are uniformly distributed. In addition, it is assumed that, with probability $\rho_p$, there is one femto BS deployed in the center of each house. We consider 60 active users per km$^2$ in the network among which $100 \times I_p$ percent of
them generated indoors. The selected user density represents an urban area where the average population density is around 1000 (citizens/km$^2$) whom are assumed to be served by three operators and average duty cycle of each mobile subscriber is 17.15% [18], [22].

The transmit powers of individual macro BSs are set based on Eq. (5) such that the received power at the cell edge is $P_{\text{min}} = -90$ dBm for a given inter site distance assuming an additional loss of $L_{\text{ow}} = 20$ dB, whereas a fix transmit power of 20 dBm is assumed for femto BSs. Power consumption model coefficients for the considered base station types are selected based on [20] and the power consumption of fiber-optic based backhaul, proposed in [21], is incorporated into the model to assess the area power consumption. In order to evaluate the spectral efficiency, we consider $r_{\text{max}} = 6$ bits/s/Hz in Eq. (7) with a full-buffer traffic model. The detailed assumptions on system and power consumption parameters are listed in Table I.

### B. Simulation Procedure and Results

System level simulations are performed in order to analyze the achievable data rates for both indoor and outdoor users in the reference cell and to calculate the corresponding area power consumption values by considering different deployment strategies, i.e., macro only ($\rho_p = 0$), joint macro+femto ($\rho_p \in (0, 1)$). Here, for a given $\rho_p$, the houses with femto BSs are randomly chosen where each house is assumed to accommodate up to 6 users. It should be noted that sleeping mode operation for femto BSs has not been considered in this paper. Therefore, when a house with a femto BS does not have any user to serve, the BS is still assumed to consume the idle power, i.e., $P_i = b_F$. For all the considered deployment scenarios, we conduct 100 iterations with different user locations for a given inter site distance. Fig. 2 shows the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of spectral efficiencies across users in the reference cell for the range of 500 m. It is clear from the figure that a significant improvement in user spectral efficiencies is achieved via femtocell deployment. This is due to the fact that indoor users enjoy much higher SINR because of shorter distance between the user and the serving BS as well as elimination of wall penetration loss. Besides, the additional interference because of co-channel deployment is observed to be minimal which is also demonstrated in [13].

In order to fairly assess whether utilizing femto BSs are beneficial in terms of energy efficiency compared to macro-only network, we compare the area power consumption of different deployment strategies under a certain area throughput and coverage requirements. By doing so, we prevent the cases where increase in total power consumption via excessive femtocell deployment constitutes a favorable choice for greener networks. To this end, we used the methodology proposed in [23] in order to define the optimal ISDs that minimize area power consumption of different topologies $\rho_p \in [0, 1]$ for a certain target area throughput.

The methodology is based on the fact that there is an area power consumption minimizing ISD, $D_{\text{opt}}^*$, for each strategy $k$, due to the tradeoff between the reduced transmit power to ensure fixed coverage and additional idle power consumption due to densification [1]. On the other hand, area throughput monotonically decreases with ISD where femtocell deployment provides significant gains. Under these circumstances, the methodology defines an optimal ISD for each deployment strategy as $D_{\text{opt}} = \min(D_{\text{opt}}^*, D_k)$, where $D_k$ represents the maximum ISD that can be selected to fulfill the certain area throughput target.

Considering this methodology, we illustrate the relationship between area power consumption and optimum ISD for varying area throughput targets in Fig. 3 where 70 percent of the users are assumed to be indoors, i.e., $I_p = 0.7$. The results show that femtocell deployment significantly reduce the need

---

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation Assumptions</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>System and Path Loss Parameters</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>2 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>5 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna Gain (MBS/FBS)</td>
<td>15/5 dBi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max BS transmit power (macro/femto)</td>
<td>46/20 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadowing standard deviation (macro/femto)</td>
<td>8/4 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Noise</td>
<td>-174 dBm/Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise figure</td>
<td>10 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exterior wall loss</td>
<td>20 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min received power</td>
<td>-90 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Deployment and Model Specific Parameters</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter site distance</td>
<td>500-1700 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User density per km$^2$ (uniform)</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of houses per macrocell</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. spectral efficiency</td>
<td>6 bits/s/Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Femto penetration rate</td>
<td>[0,1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indoor user ratio</td>
<td>[0,1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Power Consumption Parameters</strong></td>
<td>Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_M/a_F$</td>
<td>4.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_M/b_F$</td>
<td>130/4.8 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_h$</td>
<td>3W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>300 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{\text{switch}}$</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>10 Gb/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_{\text{ports}}$</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 2.** CDF of spectral efficiency across users in the reference cell ($I_p = 0.5$, $R=500$ m, $P_{\text{tx}}^{\text{macro}}=46$ dBm, $P_{\text{tx}}^{\text{femto}}=20$ dBm )
for densification of the macro-cellular network for a given area throughput requirement which result in lower area power consumption. It is worthwhile noting that this optimum densification level decreases with femto penetration rate $\rho_p$ since more traffic is offloaded to femtocell network. It may come no surprise that higher capacity demands lower the optimum ISD and favors for smaller cells which is the main reason for the rapid increase in area power consumption with area throughput for each deployment strategy as depicted in Fig. 4. Note that besides its low energy efficiency figures, macro-only networks seem to become infeasible to satisfy the expected demand in dense urban areas for 2020 [20]. On the other hand, joint macro-femto deployment with varying $\rho_p$ extends the feasibility region with a relatively lower increase in area power consumption and thus appear to a promising solution to fulfill the medium and high area throughput requirements, i.e., $T \geq 150 \text{ Mbps/km}^2$ in an energy efficient manner.

In order to quantify the impact of femtocell deployment on area power consumption in wireless access networks, we considered different area throughput targets from the feasibility region of the baseline system and calculated the power savings (expressed in percentage) compared to macro-only network for different femto penetration rates as shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen that for very low capacity demand, i.e., $T=10 \text{ Mbps/km}^2$, area power consumption increases linearly with the femto penetration rate. It is due to the fact that here the network is constrained by coverage, i.e., the required macro BS density for coverage purpose is enough to fulfill the area throughput requirement. Therefore, the deployment of additional femto BSs creates capacity over-provisioning with increase in area power consumption. However, rapidly growing demand for capacity reverses the situation and favors with the femtocell deployment which brings up to 75% savings compared to macro-only network for $T=100 \text{ Mbps/km}^2$ which is the expected traffic density in dense urban areas in 2015. Another notable result is that power savings via femtocell deployment with low femto penetration rate, e.g., $\rho_p = 0.2$ is higher compared to dense femto deployment, i.e., $\rho_p = 1$, when the target area throughput is $T=100 \text{ Mbps/km}^2$. This is because, for the latter case the reduced density of macro-cellular network can not compensate the additional power consumption of femto BSs, leading to lower energy efficiency.

Fig. 6 illustrates the impact of the fraction of the indoor users $I_p$ on area power consumption for different deployment strategies, i.e, $\rho_p \in \{0, 1\}$, considering low and high area throughput requirements. It has been observed that $I_p$ has a minor impact on the energy savings through femtocell deployment when the capacity demand is low. Another notable result is macro-only network ($\rho = 0$) is infeasible to fulfill $T=500 \text{ Mbps/km}^2$ regardless of user distribution. On the other hand, the fraction of the indoor users has a significant impact on the area power consumption of joint macro+femto deployment where around 40% savings is feasible as the more traffic generated in indoors for high capacity demand region.
In summary, the observation in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 indicate that femtocells have the potential to provide an energy efficient solution to cope with future traffic growth.

Note that, for simplicity of analysis, we consider random deployment which is not optimized according to spatial traffic demand. Therefore, a higher energy efficiency gain can be expected if more careful deployment has been achieved.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated the impact of femtocell deployment with varying density on the energy efficiency of wireless access networks. We demonstrated how different area throughput targets and percentage of indoor users affect the area power consumption taking into account the impact of backhaul. The results show that traditional macro-cellular networks achieves the minimum area power consumption only when the capacity requirement is very low. However, we observe that they quickly lose their efficiency with the increasing demand for high data rate and even becomes infeasible to fulfill the requirement. On the other hand, co-channel deployment of femto BSs under the macro-cellular coverage is shown to increase the area spectral efficiency due to high spectral frequency reuse and minor mutual interference between macro- and femtocells with a relatively lower increase in power consumption. This results in significant energy savings compared to macro-only network for medium and high capacity demand where the gain increases up to 75% as more traffic is offloaded to femtocells. Considering the fact that orders of magnitude of more mobile data traffic will be generated at indoors in the near future, blasting the signals over the walls is shown to be neither energy efficient nor feasible to satisfy the growing capacity demand.
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